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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have gained significant consideration
these days, as opposed to wired sensor networks, by introducing multifunctional wireless nodes, which are smaller in size. The main advantage is that its wireless, so it costs less to install, maintain and reconfigure. These sensor nodes are used in various application areas. For example: residential, industrial, environmental and military application
areas. However WSNs communication is prone to negative influences
from the physical environment, such as physical obstacles and interference. Algorithms must be developed for handling these problems and
also to investigate the channel properties. The purpose of this work is to
design a testbed, which enables the communication of wireless sensor
nodes, to capture the properties of the channel, which will, in the long
run, enable better solutions to be designed which are, more appropriate
to the errors in the channel. In this testbed, one channel, from the IEEE
802.15.4 channels spectrum, is dedicated as an emergency channel,
which is used for handshaking and to handle channel/external interference or hardware failure between the communication of Transmitter
(TX) and Receiver (RX) nodes. The remaining 15 channels are called data
channels and are used for actual data transmission and control signals.
Peer to Peer transmission of a transmitter-receiver pair is achieved with
the introducing of beacons and acknowledgment (ACK) packets. The
testbed also has the property of dual reception and data logging on a
single PC by maeans of two RX nodes simultaneously from a single TX
node. The dependency of the packet on the “Frame Length” byte(in the
Frame header) during the reception is eliminated so that if the “Frame
Length” byte is compromised, it will replace the programmer defined
value with the “Frame Length” byte which helps to investigate the
actual packets byte sent from the TX. Also, the Received Signal Strength
(RSS) is calculated at the maximum sample rate of the channel. Power
consumption is not considered in this testbed. The work is conducted on
both the IEEE 802.15.4 physical and the application layers. Linux based
TinyOS-2.x is used as an operating system for low power sensor devices.
New algorithms are designed for each step in the development of the
testbed. MICAz motes are used as nodes and an MIB520 programming
board is used for burning the codes and for the purpose of gateways.
Keywords: TinyOS, Motes, WSN, RSS, testbed, nesC, MICAz, MIB520,
Handshaking, Frame length byte.
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Introduction
A great development is happening nowadays with the production of
low power wireless sensor devices. However, during the communication performed among these low power devices, care must be taken in
the case of any internal or external interference. Therefore, a testbed is
important to investigate the channel properties. In academia, the role of
the wireless testbed becomes more important because it is used for
student training and enables further research. Theoretical study and
simulation will provide results under ideal conditions, while a testbed
validate these results in a real channel environment [1]. In WSNs a good
Testbed should have these properties,


Maintain synchronization in case of communication loss,



Should be able to introduce symmetry of transmitter-receiver pair



Dual reception and data logging,



Being able to always recover the entire packet, regardless of the
presence of corruption,



Sampling of a wireless channel at the highest possible rate.

This work consists of the designing of a testbed which brings enhancement to an existing testbed at MIUN “An Empirical Study of Low Power
Multi‐channel communication in WSN”, developed by Zuguang Liu [25],
which, in the long run, will be beneficial for designing new protocols. In
the case of communication loss, an algorithm is designed for the synchronization of nodes. For transmitter-receiver symmetry the algorithm
is designed so that after a specific number of packets has been sent by
the transmitter, both nodes change their role. At the receiver node, after
the preamble bytes, the frame length byte is received. The value taken by
this byte shows the length of the header plus the payload of the packet,
minus the size of the frame Length byte itself [2]. In order to pre-empt
frame length corruption, the physical layer code is changed so that the
packet is logged in to PC with a fixed packet length given by the programmer, irrespective of the frame Length byte value. Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) is the value which shows the level of the
power received by the receiver node antenna. There is linear depend1
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ency between the signal strength and the RSSI value [3]. In this work the
Received Signal Strength (RSS) value is calculated at a minimum sampling rate of the signal.
The communication is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. This protocol
gives a total 27 channels [4], and from this, one channel is in the 868
MHz band (used in Europe later extended to three in 2006 [5] ), 10
channels in the 915MHz band (used in North America extended to
thirty in 2006 ) and 16 channels in the 2.4GHz band (used worldwide).
The 2.4GHz version of IEEE 802.15.4 offers the highest throughput of
250 kbps, and is, therefore, the most widespread [6]. Hence this testbed
focuses on it.

1.1

Problem motivation
The existing MIUN testbed “An Empirical Study of Low Power
Multi‐channel communication in WSN”, developed by Zuguang Liu [25],
for WSN has shown problems. The first problem is the communication
failure between the gateway and the nodes for long periods of time,
which is why valuable time is lost are field measurements. Secondly,
many corrupted packets are completely lost due to the “Frame length”
byte, in the header of the packet, namely by corruption. Third, the
transmission was only one sided (from TX to Base station (BS)) which
has to be made into a peer to peer communication. Also, the testbed
lacks the property of dual reception and data logging, which means that
the test should be modified so that it is possible to attach 2 BSs to a
single PC and have them simultaneously log data received from a single
transmitter.
Furthermore, by default, the RSSI value is only calculated for the first
four bytes of the packet at the receiver node, which is insufficiently
illustrative. All of these problems are covered in this whole testbed and
the designing is conducted on the WSN physical layer and the application layer.

2
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Overall aim
This work is concerned with the improvement of the existing MIUN
Testbed for WSN “An Empirical Study of Low Power Multi‐channel
communication in WSN”, developed by Zuguang Liu [25], and by
eliminating the shortcomings exhibited during field trials. The work is
conducted on both the application layer and the physical layer (PHY).
The following modifications are introduced:


Definition and implementation of a new initialization algorithm:
Currently, after five unsuccessful beacon transmissions, the base station (BS) switches to the next channel, and the TX node will remain
on the current channel, meaning that it must wait until the BS has
made a full sweep over all channels, for a new communication attempt to occur. The new algorithm should eliminate this problem.
The algorithm can be in the form of a handshake or any other method which is robust to beacon loss. The new algorithm should ensure that the efforts to establish the communication are increased
and made more efficient.



Introducing the symmetry into the transmitter-receiver pair: In the
current setup, the BS triggers the communication with TX via beacons. After a slave receives a beacon, it starts the transmission, while
the BS logs all the received packets in a laptop. In this task, the code
should be modified so that, after a predefined number of rounds,
two communicating nodes switch roles – after every round, the
communication should change direction. In other words, the node
that has been receiving and logging data should, in the following
round, take up the transmitter role, and the former transmitter
should log data into a laptop. This task also comprises the introduction of Acknowledgement packets.



Dual reception and data logging: The MIUN Testbed has to be
modified in such a way that it is possible to attach 2 receiving nodes
to a laptop and have them simultaneously log data received from a
single transmitter. It will assist in determining at which distance of

3
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the receiver from the current position, that the channel conditions
would change significantly.


Collection of data regardless of the content of the Frame Length
byte: According to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, after a successful reception of the preamble and Start of Frame Delimiter byte, the receiver samples the wireless medium for the number of bytes equal to
the value stored in the Frame Length byte. If this byte is corrupted,
an erroneous number of bytes will be decoded by the receiver. The
aim of this task is to enable the receiver to always decide the predefined number of bytes, regardless of the value in the Frame Length
byte.



Implementation of RSS at the maximum sampling rate of the
signal: CC2420 transceiver chip is designed in such a way that the
RSSI is sampled during the first 8 symbols (4 bytes) of the received
packet and these RSSI values are in a register. Now the task is to calculate the RSS1 at the maximum sampling rate and to display it on
PC or save the results in a file. It will be of assistance to have knowledge of the strength of the channel signal.

1.3

Scope
The study has its focus on low power communication by the designing
and the implementation of a testbed in which two nodes communicates
with each other. Recovery of communication is introduced in the case of
communication failure (due to packet loss, synchronization error, hardware problem, inter-channel interference or multipath fading). Power
consumption is not considered in this work. The work is distinguished
by introducing peer to peer communication, communication recovery in
the case of failure, simultaneous dual reception and data logging, full
packet data logging in thecase of frame length byte of the packet being
corrupted and the monitoring of RSS sampling throughout the entire
packet duration.
For this purpose the Linux based TinyOS-2.x [7] is used. MICAz motes
are used as nodes and an MIB520 programming board as a gateway,

1

RSS = RSSI_VAL –RSSI_OFFSET[dBm]

4
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from Moog Crossbow [8], are used for the required hardware. Code is
written in the NesC programming language [9].

1.4

Problem statement
The objective of this work has been to respond to the following questions.
1. How to synchronize the nodes when the communication is lost due
to hardware problem, inter-channel interference, in the case of
packet loss or multipath fading.
2. Implementation of peer to peer communication between transmitter
and receiver.
3. How to log data simultaneously by two receiving nodes which are
receiving packets from a single transmitter.
4. Implementation of a fixed size packet collection regardless of packet
frame length byte.
5. Implementation of RSS sampling at the maximum sampling rate.

1.5

Outline
Chapter 2 describes the theory and limitations in the previously related
work conducted within the project scope.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology.
Chapter 4 describes the design and implementation of the testbed.
Chapter 5 shows the results.
The last chapter describes the conclusion and future work.

5
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A wireless sensor networks is made up of low power sensor nodes, each
performing distributed sensing task, reading the sensor report via the
wireless link. Normally, these nodes consist of an embedded microprocessor, a chip responsible for transmission and receiving data and a very
small amount of memory [10]. The nodes are developed in such a way
that they are low-power, communicate in short distances and are small
in size. The sensors on the mote collect data from the related environment, and then the data is forwarded by the mote either to an other
mote or to a sink, which works in a similar manner to a gateway and to
a network manager. Since this is a testbed, the network manager is
unnecessary, as a PC logs the data instead. A typical wireless sensor
network is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Wireless Sensor Network [14]

In Figure 2.1, the blue cloud border shows the communication between
the wireless nodes. The sink node acts in a similar manner to a gateway,
which is responsible for the communication of the mote to the PC.
Presently, Wireless Sensor Networks is an interesting topic for professionals and researchers because,


No cable is required, so it is cheaper.



Easy to reconfigure, when necessary.

6
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WSN makes it easy to gather information in different scenarios such as
residential, industrial, environmental and military application areas. For
example: for home, the temperature sensor on the mote can sense the
temperature of the outside environment and then the data is sent to the
sink node , from the sink to the PC, which can record the temperature
data for the whole day in an Excel sheet.
The two biggest problems of WSN are:
1. Reliability on wireless channel
2. Energy consumption
Of these two, the latter is not considered in this work. IEEE 802.15.4 is
low power, which makes it vulnerable. The maximum transmitted
power in a non-industrial WSN is 100 time lower than for a WLAN,
which makes WLAN interference one of the biggest obstacles. Also,
residential microwaves are fatal for WSN communication, since they
operate in the same band.
To implement WSNs in a real channel environment, testbeds are important in order to investigate the channel properties. However, some
factors should be taken into consideration during the designing and
implementation of a WSNs testbed, which are related to this work and
which affect the nodes, communication. Some of these problems are also
the problems for WSN, in general, but this thesis is concerned with a
testbed.
Handshaking: The first factor to be considered is how handshaking
occurs between the two nodes. Handshaking is necessary whenever
communication is to be established or re-established. Handshaking is a
process, in which a transmitter (TX) broadcasts a hello message (beacon), which, if the beacon is received successfully to the receiver node
and it belongs to this node, then the receiver (RX) will reply with an
acknowledgment (ACK) message. The ACK message indicates the
successful handshaking of the mote to mote communication [11]. This
strategy will be followed in this work and for which a specific channel
from the IEEE 802.15.4 in the 2.4 GHz band will be selected for handshaking purposes only.
Channel Hopping / Frequency Hopping: Channel hopping is the sequential change of channel during communication of two motes in
which a predefined random channel sequence is defined both for the TX
and RX mote. Due to multipath fading and interference in the wireless

7
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medium [12], channel hopping has to be performed in such a way that
both TX and RX shall change channels simultaneously. In the testbed
channel hopping algorithm has to be defined for both TX and RX.
External Interference: Interference in wireless communication is a key
factor to be considered. External interference is cause by channel in the
same band [13]. The protocol which is commonly used for low power
WSN is IEEE 802.15.4 in the 2.4GHz band, which is mostly interfered
with by WiFi channels. Therefore, it is difficult for a WSN receiver to
demodulate the packets correctly, due to the external channel interference caused by WiFi.

2.2

IEEE 802.15.4
802.15.4 [4] is an IEEE standard. It is designed for low rate WPAN. It
provides device level wireless connectivity and focusses on low power
consumption, low data rate and low cost wireless networking. It defines
two layers, namely the Medium Access Control sub layer (MAC) and
the Physical Layer (PHY). The address of the devices using the 804.15.4
network have either a 64-bit or 16bit short. Hence 64k (216) devices can
be accommodated in the 802.15.4 network. The device using the IEEE
802.15.4 protocol must operate in one of the following licence-free bands
[5]:
 868-868.6 MHz (used in Europe. 1 channel (2003) extended to 3
(2006))
 902-928 MHz (used in north America total channels 10)
 2400-2483.5 MHz (used worldwide. Total 16 channels allocated)
Brief overviews of the two layers are discussed in the coming subsections.

2.2.1

Physical Layer
The Physical Layer (PHY) is the lower layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. The device using this protocol must operate in one of the band in
this protocol band range. I.e. 2.4GHz ISM band [15]. There are two
services provided by PHY [16]. One is the PHY management service and
the second is the PHY data service. The transmission and reception on a
physical radio channel is conducted by the PHY data service unit. PHY
is responsible for the activation and deactivation of the radio trans-

8
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ceiver. It is also responsible for the transmission and reception of packets on the physical medium, channel selection, Chip Correlation Indicator (CCI), clear channel assessment (CCA). A total of 27 channels are
defined for this protocol.
Figure 2.2 shows the WiFi and IEEE 802.15.4 spectrum. The WirelessHART spectrum is composed of 16 channels (from 11 to 26). As the
WiFi channels 1, 6 and 11 cover almost the total 2.4GHz ISM band, there
may, therefore, be the threat of conflict between the WiFi and WirelessHART signals for transmission and receiving. 2 MHz is the bandwidth
of each channel in WirelessHART, and 5 MHz is the distance between
two neighbouring channels. As, theoretically, there is no inter-channel
interference that could be seen by an adjacent channel, it should still be
considered, as, if inter-channel interference occurs then the quality of
communication associated with the sending and receiving of packets
may become low. Therefore, inter-channel interference is also taken into
consideration in this work.

Figure 2.2: WiFi and IEEE 802.15.4 spectrum [16]

9
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The detail parameters of PHY are listed in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: IEEE 802.15.4 PHY parameters List

2.2.2

Item

Description

Data rate

250KBPS

Operation Frequency

2.4GHz

Transmission Power

0 dBm

Transmitting Channels

16 Channels (11-26)

MAC Sublayer
The interface between PHY and the Specific convergence sublayer
(SSCS) is provided by PHY. All access to the PHY radio channel is
handled by the MAC sublayer. As is the case of the PHY, it also provides two services [16],



2.2.3

The MAC data service
The MAC management service

Frame Types
The frame structure depends on the layer protocol. The specific layer
adds a footer and header to the frame. There are three main frame
structures
1. Beacon Frame: This is a small control packet broadcast from TX
that notifies the neighboring nodes about the presence of the
transmitter.
2. Acknowledgement (ACK): This is also a types of frame which is
received by TX from RX in relation to notification about the successful reception of the frame at RX.
3. Data Frame: This kind of frame is used for all type of data transferring. The payload area contains the actual data sent from TX.

2.2.4

IEEE 802.15.4 data packet format
The format of an IEEE-802.15.4 [17] frame format is shown in Figure 2.3.
The packet starts with four bytes, consisting of all zeros, called the
10
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Preamble. These bytes are used for the synchronization of the RX. The
preamble is followed by one byte of Start Frame Delimiter (SFD). This
field has a fixed value. If RX does not receive the correct SFD then the
receiver ignores the other incoming bytes of the packet and waits for the
next 4 zero bytes of preamble of the next packet. There is a third field of
1 byte, which is called “Frame Length”. The Frame Length byte value is
equals to the sum of the number of bytes in the payload byte and the
two bytes FCS minus the frame length bytes itself [17]. It must be noted
that the length field does not include the length field itself. The payload
area called the PHY Service Data Unit is the actual data sent from TX to
RX plus two more bytes. The maximum limit of this field is 127 bytes,
while the minimum limit is 2 bytes. The last two bytes at the end of the
packet added at the PHY are called Frame Check Sequence (FCS). The
FCS field contains the checksum result calculated over the length field
and the payload area of the packet. The transmission error can be detected by the RX by comparing the checksum calculated for the received
packet to the FCS [18].

Figure 2.3: Schematic view of IEEE 802.15.4 frame format [17]

2.2.5

RSSI/Energy Detection
MICAz mote has to be used in this testbed, which represents the radio
power currently present in the band of interest. Therefore, it is necessary
to discuss RSSI before proceeding any further. The MICAz mote has a
radio frequency (RF) transceiver called the CC2420 chip with an antenna
of 2.4GHz frequency. Inside this chip there is a RSSI register, which
contains the value RSSI_VAL, an 8bit value of the Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) of the channel [17]. The RSSI value is calcu-

11
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lated for the first 8 symbols (4 bytes) and averaged over 128micro
seconds [17]. Using equation 2.1 [17], RSSI_VAL inside the RSSI register
of CC2420 Chip can also be referred to the RF pin’s power P as,
𝑃 = 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼_𝑉𝐴𝐿 + 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼_𝑂𝐹𝐹𝑆𝐸𝑇 𝑑𝐵𝑚

(2.1)

where RSSI_OFFSET is approximately -45 (for CC2420 chip) . For example, if the value read from RSSI register is -10, then the power P will be 55dBm. In this testbed the RSS value is calculated, using the above
formula, on the application layer.

2.3

Hardware and software support
A brief description of the hardware and software detail related to this
testbed is covered under this topic.

2.3.1

MICAz motes
The mote used as a TX and RX in this whole work is the MICAz. MICAz
is the latest family of MICA manufactured by Moog Crossbow [8]. It has
128K bytes of ROM, and 4K of RAM, powered by an ATmega128
microcontroller and an 8-bit RISC processor. There is an RF transceiver
called a CC2420 chip, which has a 250kbps data rate and which works
on the IEEE 802.15.4 packet protocol. Figure 2.4 shows the MICAz mote

Figure 2.4: MICAz mote [20]
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MIB520 gateway
MIB520 from Moog Crossbow is used as a gateway from the MICAz
mote to the PC communication. It is also used for loading the program
onto the mote. It is connected to the USB port of the PC. A combination
of a MICAz mote and a MIB520 gateway makes a Base Station (BS)

Figure 2.5: MIB520 Programming board [21]

2.3.3

TinyOS
TinyOS is an abbreviation of “Tiny Operating System”. TinyOS is written in Network Embedded System C (NesC) language [9]. It is a lightweight operating system, built for low power wireless sensor networks.
The operating system is free, and its main focus is only on low power
operations. The TinyOS model is a component-based model, which
supports concurrent event-driven, based on split-phase events, splitphase interfaces and tasks. A TinyOS application is about 15KB, which
is too light and for which the operating system is only 400B. While the
maximum size of an application, which is a database-like query, is about
64KB [22].

TinyOS program:
A typical TinyOS program is composed of components, which are using
at least one interface. Each component has three basic parts of which the
component is made up. E.g. events command and tasks. For component
to component, concurrency tasks are used and for communication inside
components, events and commands are used.
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Components:
The building blocks of a TinyOS program are components. Components
use interfaces or provide interfaces. A component can be called from
other components or can call other component. Therefore a component
has a signature which shows the detail of the functions that can make a
call on it or it can call an other[23]. Two kinds of components are required to be defined for a simple TinyOS Program. One is called module
and second is configuration. Module is the component which has the
logical code of the programs while configuration has the wiring code,
used to wire components together. Each component has two blocks for a
simple program radioCountToLed which is shown in the following
Code snippet 2-1

Code snippet 2-1

Interfaces:
Interfaces are the services used to connect two components. Interfaces
are either used or being provided by a component [23]. The Same interface can also be used several times by one component if the component
declares the instances of the interface in a separate name. Figure 2.6
shows the relationship between two components, where one component
is using the interface while the other component is providing it.
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Figure 2.6: An interface user and provider [23]

Events and commands are the functions defined inside an interface.
Commands are called by the User while events are signaled by the
Provider upon a command request. An interface has a single block of
code, which is made up of commands and events. A boot interface block
is shown in Code snippet 2-2 .

Code snippet 2-2

Tasks:
Task [24] is a simple function which is defined in a program for computation. Task has a void return type and takes no parameter. Task is
defined using the keyword “task”. A simple task declaration is shown
below in Code snippet 2-3

Code snippet 2-3

Post keyword is used for task later execution.
Post sendBeacon();

Task can access all variables and is able to signal events and can call
commands.
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Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology for the testbed which has been
developed. The work is conducted using Ubuntu based TinyOS-2.1.0.
The testbed is composed of five tasks. Each task was tested in the thesis
lab of Mid-Sweden University Sundsvall, Sweden. The part of the work,
which is related to the external channel interference and inter-channel
interference, was tested without WiFi and also with strong interferences
at IEEE 802.15.4 channels 22 and 23, i.e. WiFi channel 11. The WiFi traffic
was generated by JPerf 2.1.2 [27] with throughput at the transport layer
of 20MB/sec at IEEE 802.15.4 channel 22 and 23, which are used by the
university WiFi connection. MICAZ motes are used as nodes. While to
display the packets on a PC, RX motes are put onto a MIB520 programming board and then connected to a PC with a UART cable. Serial
programming code [28] is used for output display in Hexadecimal
format of packets, while printfClient command [29] is used for the
decimal format of the packet display. The testbed setup is shown in
Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1: Testbed Setup
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Limitation in the existing MIUN testbed
The MIUN testbed created previously in Mid-Sweden University
Sundsvall, “An Empirical Study of Low Power Multi‐channel communication
in WSN”, developed by “Zuguang Liu” *25+, works in such a way that
the BS broadcasts a beacon. When the beacon is received by a slave node
(TX), it starts sending data packets to the BS. BS receives the data packet
and logs it onto the PC for display. After a predefined number of data
packets, both TX and BS switch to the next channel using a channel
hopping algorithm. This method is followed at every channel. This
testbed introduced channel hopping among the IEEE 805.15.4 channels.
It has been observed that only channel hopping is taken into consideration during the entire work. However, the work fails to perform handshaking between two motes at the start up. Handshaking assist in communication establishment at the start up and a rapid re-establishment in
the case of communication loss.
Secondly, when TX send a predefined number of packets, without
knowing that all the packets have been successfully received by the BS
or not, then it jumps to the next channels. BS will also jump when it
receives all the data packets. A synchronization error occurs when the
channel is noisy because the BS will not receive all the data packets.
Therefore, BS will wait at the same channel while TX will jump to the
next channel.
Thirdly, in the case of the “frame length” byte in the received packet’s
header being corrupted, an erroneous number of bytes are decoded by
the receiver which makes BS unable to display the whole packet’s data.
Link asymmetry is also not implemented in this testbed, which is an
important topic for the design of higher level protocols. For example,
peer to peer (P2P) communication between TX and RX.
Spatial correlation is an important topic, because it provides information
distance of the receiver from the current position which would cause the
channel conditions to change significantly. This testbed lacks the property of spatial correlation.
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Definition and implementation of a new initialization
algorithm
It is the IEEE 802.15.4 spectrum, and channel 26, which is termed as an
“Emergency Channel” in this testbed, and which has been chosen because
it is, together with channel 25, outside the spectrum of WLAN (according to United States regulation) as shown in Figure 2.2. While the remaining channels (11 to 25) are called “Data Channels”. Initially, for mote
to mote communication, it is necessary that the two motes must handshake with each other before a data exchange can occur. Therefore the
emergency channel is only dedicated for handshaking between the
Transmitter (TX) and the Receiver (Rx). The data channels are dedicated
for data transmission and flag messages/control messages. Figure 3.2
shows the channel division and handshaking process diagrammatically.

RX

TX

Nodes
Beacons

Emergency
Channel
(Channel 26)

ACK

Data Channels
(11 to 25)

Figure 3.2: Channel division and Handshaking

In Figure 3.2 when the TX is booted at the emergency channel it then
starts sending flag messages (beacons) periodically and waits for an
acknowledgement (ACK) from RX. If the RX receives the beacon then it
replies with an acknowledgement and jumps to the data channels (e.g.
channel 11). Upon reception of an ACK by the TX, it also jumps to the
data channel using the channel hopping algorithm, predefined to both TX
and RX.
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Introducing the symmetric communication into the
transmitter-receiver pair
In order to introduce the symmetry to the transmitter-receiver pair at
the data channels, a packet counter is used to record the number of packets transmitted by the TX. When the maximum packet counter limit is
reached, a beacon is sent by TX to remind RX to change its of transmission direction (e.g. from RX to TX). Upon the successful reception of
beacon message by RX, it starts sending packets to TX to form a peer to
peer communication. When the maximum packet counter limit is
reached, again a beacon is sent by RX and it awaits a reply from waits
for TX. After reception of the beacon message by TX, it sends an ACK to
RX, and jumps to the next channel. Then RX, upon reception of an ACK,
also jumps to the next data channel. The above procedure is repeated in
all data channels. Figure 3.3 shows a diagrammatic representation of the
TX and RX transmission symmetry.

RX

TX

Time
1st Round

Nodes
Beacons
2nd Round

ACK Packets
Data Packets

Figure 3.3: TX and RX transmission symmetry at a data channel

If a packet/channel loss or hardware failure occurs, then the motes also
jump back to the emergency channel for handshaking.
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Dual reception and data logging
The objective is to investigate the spatial correlation of channel condition, i.e. to enable the distance between the 2 RX to be determined at
which they have significantly different links towards the TX. The packets from TX are received simultaneously by the 2 RXs and are then
processed. This is called “dual reception”. For this purpose, two RXs
MICAZ motes are attached to the MIB520 programming board, which is
then attached to different USB ports of a single PC for displaying and
saving the data in a file. Packets are broadcast by a single TX as shown
in Figure 3.4. The same data is received by the two RXs simultaneously,
after which the data is sent to the PC via the USB serial communication
and logged on screen. Figure 3.4 shows two motes receiving data simultaneously from a single transmitter which is then logged onto a single
PC via a MIB520-USB programming board.

Rx1

TX
Uart Connection

Rx2
Figure 3.4: Mote to mote dual reception and data logging on PC

3.5

Collection of data regardless of the content of the Frame Length
byte
According to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [17], after a successful reception
of the preamble and the Start of Frame Delimiter byte, the receiver
listens for the number of bytes equal to the value stored in the Frame
Length byte. Figure 2.3 on page 11 shows the packet format together
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with the preamble, SFD, Frame length byte and MAC Protocol Data
Unit (MPDU).
If the Frame Length byte is corrupted, an erroneous number of bytes will
be decoded by the receiver. The CC2420 chip of the MICAz mote is
responsible for the decoding of the received packet on the PHY. In this
testbed the CC2420 chip is reprogrammed in such a way that the “Frame
Length” byte will take a programmer defined value. This means that if
this “Frame Length” byte is compromised, it (CC2420 chip) will still be
able to successfully sample the wireless medium for the number of bytes
equal to the programmer given value regardless of the corrupted “frame
length” value received.

3.6

Implementation of RSS sampling at a maximum sampling rate
MICAz motes have a CC2420 chip, which is responsible for storing a
value in a RSSI register, averaged over an 8 symbol period. This value is
known as the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) [30] and by
using the equation 2.2, the RSS can be determined from the RSSI. In this
testbed the RSS is sampled at the possible maximum sampling rate in
order to display an RSS value more frequently.
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4

Design and Implementation

4.1

Software Preparation

4.1.1

Jperf 2.0.2
Jperf [27] is a software tool which is used for testing the network.
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram protocol
(UDP) packets are created and sent over the network continuously and
the throughput of the network is measured. For this testbed, it is used to
generate traffic to the WiFi router at MIUN. It can be easily downloaded
[31] for installation on a PC. Figure 4.1 shows the simple the frontend
graphical view of Jperf2.0.2

Figure 4.1: Jperf-2.0.2 window

4.1.2

VMware Player / Oracle VM Virtual Box
Software is available that assists in the provision of the environment of
a Virtual machine. VMware Player is used for this purpose in the window host machine in order to create this testbed. It can be freely downloaded [32] and then an ISO image of Ubuntu [33] can be loaded to it,
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which will then provide the virtual machine with the environment of
Ubuntu on a windows host PC. Figure 4.2 shows the screen shot of
VMware player.

Figure 4.2: VMware Player window

4.1.3

TinyOS-2.x
TinyOS can also work on a Windows host machine, but, the preference
is to use the Ubuntu base TinyOS for this testbed. This testbed is created
on a Ubuntu based TinyOS-2.x. “x” means any version of TinyOS-2. The
step wise installation of TinyOS-2.1.2 [34] is discussed with a brief
description.
Preparation:
1. To add a TinyOS package link from its owner/distributer, open the
Ubuntu package list by typing the following command in the
Ubuntu Terminal.
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2. Add the following line to the last of the opened list. The word
“karmic” can also be used instead of “lucid” any error occurs during the downloading.

3. Run the following command for installing tinyos-2.1.2

4. Add the following line to the last of the opened list.

It is also possible to use the word “kramic” instead of “lucid” in
step 2, if any error occurs during the downloading.
TinyOS Configuration:
1. For configuration it is necessary to replace the present user’s name
with the current name. This will provide the ownership of the folder. Run the following commands in the terminal

2. Go to /opt/tinyos-2.1.2 in the Ubuntu window and open the file
“tinyos.sh” and replace all the content of the file with the code
shown in Code snippet 4-1.
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Code snippet 4-1

3. Environmental variable definition is important for each programming language / software installed on Ubuntu. Therefore, the following command should be run in order to open the “.bashrc” file

4. Add the following lines shown in Code snippet 4-2 for the TinyOS
environmental variable, at the end of “.bashrc” file.

Code snippet 4-2

Installing Java tools in TinyOS:
1. Run the following commands in the terminal to install Java tools.
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Installation of GCC (MSP430) ToolChain:
1. Run the following commands to check the MSP430 compiler version. If it is older than 4.6.3 then continue to step 2 otherwise the
installation and preparation of TinyOS is complete. It is necessary
to run a demo program in tinyos-2.1.2/apps/blink for the results.

2. To remove the older version run this

3. Add the following lines for the compiler environmental variable, at
the end of the “.bashrc” file (step 3 in Tinyos configuration)

4. Run the following command and the installation is finished

4.2

Hardware Support

4.2.1

MICAz motes:
MICAz motes are used in this testbed, as both TX and RX, in mote to
mote communication and for mote to PC communication via the MIB520
programming board. The MICAz mote used is manufactured by Moog
Crossbow [35]. It uses the TinyOS operating system. It is a 2.4GHz mote
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used for low power WSNs. Figure 4.3 shows the block diagram of the
MICAz mote.

Figure 4.3: MICAz Motes Block Diagram [20]

The block diagram consists of an 802.15.4 RF (Radio Frequency) Transceiver block. When a frame is received by the MICAz motes via the
antenna then this block conducts the sampling of the packet on the basis
of the length byte received. Therefore, in this testbed, this block code is
modified for frame reception. The detailed list of features of MICAz
mote is shown in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Features list of MICAz
Processor/Radio Board

MRR2400CA

Remarks

Processor Performance
Configuration EEPROM

4KB

Analog to Digital converter

10bit ADC

Program Flash Memory

128KB

Serial Communications

UART

0-3V transmission levels

Measurement (Serial) Flash

512K bytes

> 100,000 Measurements

Other Interfaces

Digital I/O,I2C,SPI

0-3V input,8 Channels

Electromechanical
Battery

2X AA batteries

Attached pack

User Interface

3 LEDs

Red, green and yellow

Expansion Connector

51-pin

All major I/O signals

Size (in)

2.25 x 1.25 x 0.25

Excluding battery pack

Weight (grams)

18

Excluding batteries

Frequency band

2400 MHz to 2483.5 MHz

ISM band, programmable in 1
MHz steps

RF power

-24 dBm to 0 dBm

Transmit (TX) data rate

250 kbps

Receive Sensitivity

-90 dBm (min), -94 dBm (typ)

Indoor Range

20 m to 30 m

1/2 wave dipole antenna

Outdoor Range

75 m to 100 m

1/2 wave dipole antenna, LOS

Current Draw

19.7 mA

Receive mode

1 μA

Sleep mode, voltage regulator
off
Idle mode, voltage regular on

RF Transceiver

20 μA
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MIB520 Programming board
The MIB520 Programming board manufactured by Moog Crossbow [36]
offers a USB interface for data communication from mote to PC and also
for burning the code onto the mote. Together with the MICAz mote, this
makes a Base station (BS). In this test bed it is used for mote to PC communication.

4.3

Testbed Designing
The testbed created is divided into five tasks. Each task is explained and
the flowchart design is shown in this section. As the IEEE 802.15.4
consists of 16 channels for wireless sensor communication, in this work,
these channels are divided into two categories. Channel # 26, which is
less influenced by WiFi interference, is named as the “Emergency Channel” while the remaining 15 channels (channel 11 to 25) are named as
“Data channels”.

4.3.1

Task 1:
Definition and implementation of a new initialization algorithm
Motivation: The MIUN testbed “An Empirical Study of Low Power
Multi‐channel communication in WSN”, developed by Zuguang Liu [25]
works in such a way that, TX is transmitting packets while BS is receiving the packets on the same channel using channel hopping. When the
communication has started, then BS is receiving packets while TX is
only transmitting the packet without knowing whetter or not it has been
received by BS. After a specific number of packets sent, TX jumps to the
next channel and RX has to jump to the next channel while receiving all
the packets. During the field trial, it was observed that, in case of communication loss, BS has to wait for a long time until TX returns to the
same channel where BS lost communication. Therefore, a great deal of
precious time of the experiment is lost. Therefore, this task overcomes
the limitation of channel loss or packet loss or hardware failure.
TX Flow chart: For this purpose an algorithm is implemented in such a
way that the emergency channel is reserved for handshaking. Figure 4.4
and Figure 4.5 shows the flowcharts of TX and RX handshaking at the
emergency channel (IEEE 802.15.4 channel 26). In Figure 4.4, TX sends
beacons periodically at the emergency channel and waits for RX to
reply. If RX replies with an ACK then TX jumps to the data channels by
changing the channels in the channel hopping task.
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Set Channel No. 26

Send Beacon

Event (receive)
No

Channel hopping
task

Yes

Waiting for ACK

ACK received

Figure 4.4: TX handshaking flowchart at emergency channel

Page 1

RX Flowchart: While the RX, after booting up and setting channel, in
Figure 4.5, will wait for beacons coming from the TX, if a beacon is
received from TX then it replies with an ACK and jumps to the data
channels for the next data communication.
Event (receive)
Boot Up

Set Channel No. 26

Waiting for Beacon

No

Channel hopping
task

Send ACK

Yes

Beacon received

Page 1

Figure 4.5: RX handshaking flowchart at emergency channel

In the case of any hardware or communication failure, at any data
channels, both TX and RX will jump to the emergency channels for the
next handshaking.
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Task 2
Introducing Peer to Peer Communication between TX and RX
Motivation: In the paper “An Empirical Study of Low Power Wireless” by
P. Dutta, A. Tavakoli, K. Srinivasan and P. Levis [26] it was observed
that with the direction of communication change, from TX to RX, the
channel power (RSS) is changed. In simple words, it can be stated that
the RSS is different for a packet transmitted from TX to RX, than transmitting the same packet from RX to TX. Therefore this task is implemented in such a way that both TX and RX change the direction of flow
in the same channel.
TX Flow chart: In order to have good understanding of the task 2 flowcharts, the following terminologies must remain under consideration.
At the emergency channel
1. Beacon is sent only by TX to check the RX for handshaking.
2. ACK is only sent by RX, upon successful reception of a beacon.
At the data channel
1. Beacon is sent after sending the last data packet (i.e. last data
packet is followed by Beacon). If the Beacon is received by RX, it
means that a switch of the role of transmission should occur but if
it is received by TX, this means that it should jump to the next data
channel.
2. ACK is sent upon successful reception of the Beacon.
P2P communication between two motes is introduced in such a way that
the direction of communication will change when the beacon is sent by
TX, after sending a predefined number of data packets and is received
by the RX. In Figure 4.6 the flow chart of P2P communication of TX is
shown. When TX jumps from the emergency channel to the first data
channel by means of the channel hopping task (1), then TX starts sending data packets (2). TX stops sending data packets when the maximum
packet limit has been reached (3) and sends a beacon (4) to inform RX
for its turn. If an ACK is received (6) from RX then, TX waits for data
packets from RX (5). While TX is receiving packets, if a beacon is received (8) from RX then TX replies with an ACK (9) (according to our
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TX P2P communication

testbed criteria, it will send 3 ACK
(10) ) and jumps to the next data
Friday, July 12, 2013
channel by changing its channel using the channel hopping task (1).
Boot Up

Emergency Channel
(Handshaking)

Data channel

1
Channel
hopping

Yes

Yes

2
7

10

Maximum
Ack_packet reach

Start sending
date packets
(Packet ++)

Maximum
Beacon limit
reach

No

9

No
3

Send
acknowledgment
(Ack_packet ++)

Maximum
Packet limit
reach

No
Yes
Yes

No
4

8

Send Beacon

Packet
received is
Beacon

No

Display
packet on
PC

5
6

ACK received

Yes

Event
( packet reception)

Figure 4.6: TX Flowchart for P2P communication at data channel

Hardware failure or communication loss: In Figure 4.6 if TX is not
Page 1
receiving an ACK (6) from RX, it means that communication loss or
hardware failure has occurred, then TX will keep sending beacons until
it reaches its maximum beacon limit (maximum beacon limit = 3). If no
ACK is received by TX based on the last beacon sent (7), then it will
jump to the emergency channel.
RX Flowchart: In Figure 4.7 the flow chart inside green border shows
RX P2P communication at the data channel where the RX receives
packets from TX. Every packet received from TX is forwarded to a serial
port for PC logging. If, during the packet receiving, a beacon is received
(3) then RX will reply with an ACK (4) and starts sending data packets
(5) untill the maximum number of data packet limit, is reached and a
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beacon is sent (6), to inform TX that it is time to jump to the next data
channel and wait for an ACK from TX. If an ACK is received (7) then RX
At P2P
jumps to the next data channel
by communication
means of the channel hopping task
(1).

RX FlowChart

Boot Up

Handshaking at Emergency Channel

No
1

7
Channel
hopping

8

Ack received

Yes

No

Maximum
Beacon limit
reach

2
EVENT
(Receive packets)

EVENT
(Receive packets)

PC display

No

No

6
3
Beacon is
received

Send Beacon
(Beacon ++)
Yes

Yes
Send
acknowledgment
(Ack_packet ++)

Maximum limit of
data packet is
reached
9

No

No

5
4
Maximum
Ack_packet Limit
reached

Yes

Send data packets

Page 1

Figure 4.7: RX Flowchart for P2P communication at data channel

Hardware fail, channel loss or packet loss: In Figure 4.7, if RX is not
receiving an ACK (6) from TX, it means that communication loss or
hardware failure has occurred, then RX will continue to send beacons
until it reaches its maximum beacon limit (maximum beacon limit = 3).
If no ACK is received by RX after the last beacon has been sent (7), then
it will jump to the emergency channel.
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Task 3
Dual reception and data logging
Motivation: Spatial correlation is an important topic, because it provides information regarding the distance of receiver from the current
position, which would cause the channel conditions to change significantly. In the paper “An Empirical Study of Low Power Wireless” by P.
Dutta, A. Tavakoli, K. Srinivasan and P. Levis [26] it was discovered that
this distance between MICAz motes is L=5.5 cm, but the requirement in
this case is to test this in different environments and different conditions.
Flowchart: In Figure 4.8 the flow chart is shown where two BS are
receiving a packet from a single TX, simultaneously. The packet is
broadcast from TX (1) periodically. When the packet reaches the two BS
motes then their receive event (2A and 2B) is signaled, where the packet
structure is checked. As the packet length, in this scenario, is 23 bytes
and there is one byte in the payload, which contains the TX mote id (i.e.
1), therefore before forwarding the packet to PC, these two parameters
are checked in the receiver event. If one parameter is not matched then
the packet is dropped and the BS waits for next packet.
If the packet is that from the TX, then it is forwarded to the serial forwarder function (3A and 3B), which is responsible for packet display on
the PC and hence the packet is forwarded to the PC. The packets from
BS1 are displayed the data log1 terminal window while for BS2 it is
displayed at the data log2 terminal window. The packet can also be
saved to separate files for future investigation of the result.
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2 BS Receiving data from 1 TX
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(packet copy for BS1)

No

Packet is from
TX

The packet is
checked using
node id (TX
node id ) and
packet length

Yes

The packet is
checked using
node id (TX
node id ) and
packet length

Serial Forwarder

Serial Forwarder

(Forward packet to PC)

(Forward packet to PC)

4

Data Log

Data Log

For BS1

For BS2

3B

PC display

Figure 4.8: Flow chart dual reception and data logging of two BS from a single TX
Page 1
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Task 4
Collection of data regardless of the content of the Frame Length byte
Motivation: During the field trial of The MIUN testbed “An Empirical
Study of Low Power Multi‐channel communication in WSN”, developed by
Zuguang Liu [25], it was observed that, due to the corruption of the
Frame Length byte in the header of the packet, an enormous error occurs
in the packet body. Many bytes are lost with this byte. Therefore this
task is to eliminate this problem by replacing the corrupted length byte
with a programmer predefined value.
By reviewing the block diagram of the MICAz mote in Figure 4.3 on
page 27, the CC2420 chip receives the frame bytes from the physical
medium. When a packet is received by CC2420 then the first byte
received after the preamble and SFD is the “Frame Length” byte. The
CC2420 chip samples the wireless medium according to the value received in the frame length byte and forwards it to the upper layers (i.e.
application layer).
In Figure 4.9 , the green border shows the flow chart for
cc2420receiveP.nc (tinyos-2.1.0/tos/chips/cc2420/cc2420receiveP.nc) file
which runs the CC2420 chip. The frame is received by the CC2420 chip,
from the RF antenna (1) connected to the mote. The header is stored in
an IEEE 802.15.4 header structured buffer (buf[0]). The first byte of the
buffer ( buf[0] ) is the frame length byte of the received packet. This value
informs the chip that it is to sample the wireless medium accordingly. A
1 byte variable “Transmitted_Frame_Length” is defined in
cc2420receiveP.nc, which contains the packet predefined length (equal
to the actual packet length sent by TX). Therefore Buf[0] is checked with
this value (3) and if they are same, then the length byte of the received
packet is not corrupted otherwise corruption had occurred. In the later
case, the Frame_Length value is replaced by the “Transmitted_Frame_Length” variable (5). After this the whole bytes are received
according to the Frame_Length. The PHY packet is forwarded to the
upper layer (7). For the PC display, the packet is printed using the printf
() command in the cc2420receiveP.nc file.
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Figure 4.9: RX collection of data regardless of the content of the Frame Length byte
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Task 5
Implementation of RSS at the maximum sampling rate

RSSI flow chart
The flow chart used to achieve this task is shown below in Figure 4.10.
Application Program

Boot UP
CC2420Chip

Event Resource.granted()

CC2420RssiC.nc
Interface CC2420Register
RSSI = Spi.Reg [SPI_ID]

Call RSSI.read(&value)

Return value

TASK for calculating RSS

PC display
RSS = Value - 45

Page 1

Figure 4.10: Flow chart for RSS sampling

In Figure 4.10, the brown border shows the flow chart for the application program, which calculates and displays the RSS value. The RSSI
value is taken from the RSSI_register, which is updated in the CC2420
chip’s
library
file
CC2420RssiC.nc.
The
command
RSSI.read(&value) is used to call the CC2420RssiC.nc file, which
provides the interface CC2420Register. The return value is the RSSI. This
value is further used in the calculation of the RSS. The RSS value is then
displayed on the PC using the printing command (printf). The maximum sampling rate achieved is 4 milliseconds. Less than 4 milliseconds
will produce a display error due to the delay in the printing of the
display command.
It is important to discuss the packet format before continuing to the
result chapter. There are two types of packet format,
1. PHY packet format
2. Active Message (AM) layer packet format.
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PHY packet format
The IEEE 802.15.4 PHY packet format [17] consists of a PHY header,
PHY payload and PHY footer/metadata. In this testbed, the PHY header
is 12 bytes, 11bytes of payload (for data packet) and 2 bytes of PHY
footer. The payload byte is different for a beacon, ACK and data packet
which will be discussed in this chapter.
When a packet is received from a physical medium then the CC2420
chip [26] checks the packet correctness by comparing the FCS with the
checksum calculated by the receiver. Two bytes of metadata are
attached to each packet, which are the RSSI and CCI. These two bytes
are inserted instead of the two FCS bytes at the footer. The most
significant bit of CCI shows the CRC check, if it is 1 then there is no
error in the packet otherwise the packet is corrupted. Therefore, for ease
of differentiating between a corrupted and uncorrupted packet, the
most significant bit is printed at the final part of the packet. It should be
noted that this bit (CRC) is not part of the packet body. Figure 4.11
shows the output of PHY packet’s format.

Figure 4.11: PHY packet format

In Figure 4.11, the green border shows a correct packet received by the
BS. The first 12 bytes, with gray background (from 25 to 6) constitutes
the packet header, the second 12 bytes, with the blue background (from
0 to 0) form the packet payload, and the last two bytes, with the yellow
background (14 and 235) are the packet footer/metadata (RSSI and CCI).
The last bit (1) is the CRC check, which is the first bit of CCI byte (235),
which is merely extracted to differentiate between a corrupted and
uncorrupted packet.
The first byte (25) in the packet header is the Frame length byte which
informs the CC2420 chip that the total length of the packet is 26 bytes
(Frame length + 25 bytes). The payload part is the actual packet data sent
by TX in which, according to this testbed message type, the first fourth
bytes (0002) are the packet counter, the 6th byte (25) is reserved for the
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IEEE 802.15.4 channel information (from channel 11 to channel 25) and
the next byte (1) is the node Id (TX) from which this packet is received.
The first byte in the footer (14) is the RSSI value and the second byte
(235) is the CCI.
The last bit (1) in the red border, shown next to the packet, is the CRC
which is the left most significant bit of the last byte (23510 = 111010112,
Link Quality Indicator (LQI) is 235-128 =107).

4.5

Active Message layer packet
The AM layer packet format is different to that of the PHY packet,
which is defined in tinyos-2.x/tos/lib/serial/Serial.h. In this
testbed the base station code inside the TinyOS-2.1.0 apps folder (tinyos2.1.0/apps/basestation) is used for packet display of the AM layer on the
PC [28]. Figure 4.12 shows the packet received by the BS from TX on the
AM layer. Note that the packet is in hexadecimal format.

Figure 4.12: Active Message layer packets format

In Figure 4.12 the packet with the green border has only the header and
payload part. The first part, with the grey border (from 00 to 06), is the
header, while the second part, with the blue background (from 00 to 00),
is the payload part. The first byte (00) informs that this is the AM layer
packet, the remaining bytes are shown in detail below in Table 4-2,
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Table 4-2: AM Packet Bytes detail
Description

Length
(bytes)

Value

Destination address
Link source address
Message length (payload length)
Group ID
Active Message handler type
Payload

2
2
1
1
1
12

0C FF
0C 01
0C
00
06



Counter (4bytes)

00 00 00 13



Channel

19



Node ID

01

The message length byte in the header shows the length of the payload
area of the packet. The active message handler type is defined in the
header file (RadioCountToLeds.h) of the testbed, which must be
same for both TX and receiver. The same AM handler type motes can
communicate with each other.

4.6

Packet Types
In this testbed, three types of packets/frames are used which has already
been discussed in chapter 2. Its format will now be shown in order to
provide an easy understanding of the output of each task.

4.6.1

Beacon
Beacon is a control packet, used in this test bed for two purposes. In the
emergency channel it is only sent by TX to invite RX/BS for handshaking.
In data channel when each mote reached the maximum limit of data
packet then beacon is send to other node to change the direction of
transmission or in simple words to inform the other node to start sending data packets. The beacon is know by the RX by its payload length
(we used frame length 21 for beacon where payload length is 8 bytes). In
Figure 4.13, a beacon packet on physical layer is shown with green
border on channel 26 and 11.
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Figure 4.13: Beacon packet at physical layer

The payload length of the beacon is retained at 8 bytes in this testbed.
Therefore, on the physical layer, the first byte (frame length) for the
beacon value is shown as 21 (header + payload+ metadata minus Frame
length byte itself).
4.6.2

Acknowledgment
An ACK is sent by TX/RX/BS upon the successful reception of a beacon
packet. The receiving node knows the ACK by means of its payload
length, which is 7 bytes in this testbed. Hence, the frame length becomes
20 Bytes. In Figure 4.14, the ACK is shown with an orange border and is
received by BS on channels 11, 12 and 13.

Figure 4.14: ACK on physical layer

The payload length of the ACK is retained at 7bytes. Hence, the Frame
Length for the ACK in Figure 4.14 is 20 bytes.
4.6.3

Data Packet
A data packet is used for data communication. Data packets are only
sent in the data channels. In Figure 4.15 the data packets are shown with
a blue border and are received by the BS on channels 11 and 12.
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Figure 4.15: Data packets

The payload length of data packet is 10 bytes. Hence, the Frame Length
shown in Figure 4.15 for a data packet is 23 (header + payload+ metadata minus the Frame length byte itself).
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Results
This chapter describes the result obtained from the testbed.

5.1

Task1 and Task 2 Output
Reviewing Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, the PC displays the output for the
received packets by TX and RX is shown in
Figure 5.1. In this figure
the packet data is not shown but, the packet type is shown for understanding. In each data channel, 5 data packets are sent by TX and RX.
The Time column shows the instance of time that each event happened.

T1
T2

Packet received at TX
from RX
ACK

Packet received at RX
from TX
Beacon

T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16

ACK
data_packet
data_packet
data_packet
data_packet
data_packet
Beacon
-

data_packet
data_packet
data_packet
data_packet
data_packet
Beacon
ACK

Time

Emergency
channel

Data channel
(channel # 11)

Figure 5.1: TX and RX output for task1 and task2

5.1.1

Communication Failure Output in Task1 and Task2
In the case of a hardware/communication failure, both motes (TX and
RX) can returned to the emergency channel and can re-establish communication. Figure 5.2 shows the output of the TX in the case of communication loss at channel 23.
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Figure 5.2: TX Output in case of communication loss

The red border show, the point at which the communication loss occurs.
This communication loss occurred when the reset button at the TX mote
was pressed, hence the sequence number (4rth byte in the header) was
restarted (from 0) at the red bordered ACK shown. As it is cleared from
the counter value (the first four bytes in the packet payload) and also
from the data sequence byte (4rth byte in the header) at channel 23, the
communication is lost and then, instead of going to other channels (i.e.
24, 25), the TX has jumped to the emergency channel (channel 26) and
then, after handshaking, communication is maintained in the next data
channels (11 to 14).
Figure 5.3 shows the RX output in the case of a communication loss with
TX at channel 23 as discussed in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: RX output in case of communication loss

The red square shows the point at which the communication loss has
occurred. It is clear that at channel 23, the communication was lost and
then instead of going to the other channels (i.e. 24, 25), the TX has
jumped to the emergency channel (channel 26) and then, after handshaking (on receiving the 24th Beacon packet from the TX as shown in
the red border), communication is maintained in the next data channels
(11 to 14). It is also clarified from the beacon packet inside the red border that, due to communication loss, 23 beacons are lost, while the
handshaking is conducted on the 24th beacon.
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Task 3 Output
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show the output of the BS1 and BS2, which are
receiving packets from a single TX, at IEEE 802.15.4 channel no. 12.

Figure 5.4: Base station1 output for task3

Figure 5.5: Base station 2 output for task3

The red border in both Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 shows the RSSI and
CCI value for BS1 and BS2. From this value, the position of BS1 and BS2,
from TX can be considered.
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Task 4 Output
Reviewing the flowchart in Figure 4.9 on page 37, in the case of the frame
length byte being corrupted in the presence of strong WiFi interference,
the packet received is sampled according to the programmer defined
fixed value for the frame length byte. The packet sent from the TX has a
frame length value of 25.
Figure 5.6 shows the JPerf 2.0.2 window screenshot, for generating WiFi
interference during the experiment.

Figure 5.6: Jperf WiFi traffic at 20MB/s
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Figure 5.7 shows the RX output in the presence of WiFi interference at
20MB/s while the frame length byte is not changed by the programmer.

Figure 5.7: RX output, according to the default frame length value, in the presence of
WiFi interference

The red borders shows the packets received with the corrupted frame
length byte (value 17 and 2 are corrupted frame length byte).
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Figure 5.8 shows the output for the same RX, in the presence of WiFi
interference but, the packets with the corrupted frame length are sampled
according to the programmer fixed length value, which is 25.

Figure 5.8: RX output, according to the programmer fixed frame length value 25, in
the presence of WiFi interference

The red bordered packets show the packets received with the corrupted
frame length byte (value 121 and 168 are corrupted frame length byte), but
the total number of bytes is 25, which is according to the programmer
fixed value of 25.
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Task 5 Output
Figure 5.9 shows the output of the RSS calculated at a sampling rate of
4milliseconds. Less than 4 milliseconds will result in a display error.

Figure 5.9: RSS output at a sampling rate of 4milliseconds

In Figure 5.9, each row is printed on the PC when the timer is fired at 4
milliseconds interval, which means that in average time of 4 milliseconds RSS is calculated from the RSSI value, residing at the RSSI_VAL
register of the CC2420 chip, and this is then forwarded to the PC display
using the display command (printf). The green bordered value in Figure
5.9 shows the sequence number of each value calculated. The brown
bordered value shows the channel information. For example, channel 23
of the IEEE 802.15.4 band. The blue border shows the average number of
packet symbols for which the RSSI is calculated by the cc2420 chip. For
example, the first 8 symbols (= 4bytes). The pink border shows the RSS
value calculated from the RSSI value copied from the RSSI_VAL register
in dBm units. The orange bordered value shows the local time at which
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the RSS value is printed on the PC. For more precise timer values, it is
possible to use Micro timers etc.

5.5

Evaluation
This section will evaluate the performance of the existing MIUN testbed
[25] with the testbed developed in this thesis. The communication reestablishment time in the case of communication loss will be calculated.
It is assumed that the data packets transmitted in each channel are
10,000 the time interval between two consecutive packets is 100ms and
the total number of channels is 16. At the time when both TX and RX
were jumping to channel 11, the communication loss occurs due to the
reset button of RX mote being pressed. When the reset button is pressed,
the RX will jump to the default channel, which is channel 26 in both
testbeds.
Time taken by MIUN testbed in re-establishing communication:
In the MIUN testbed [25], TX will go through all the channels and will
send packets without knowing whether or not the packet has been
received by RX. TX will jump to next channels until it is reaches channel
26. Hence, the maximum time for communication re-establishment
would be,
Time = (No. of packets sent by TX in each channel) x(time interval between two
packets) x (No. of channel TX will jump)
Time = 10,000 x 100milliseconds x 14
Time = 1, 40, 00,000 milliseconds
Time = 14,000 sec
Time taken by the current testbed in re-establishing communication:
Reviewing Figure 3.3, the data packets sent in each round would be
5,000 plus 3 beacons. When a communication loss occurs, the TX will
know this after sending the 3rd beacons at channel 12 and will jump to
the Emergency channel (channel 26). Hence, the maximum time for communication re-establishment will be,
Time = (No. of packets sent by TX in each channel) x (Time interval between
two packets) x (No. of channel TX will jump) + (No. of beacons sent by TX in
each channel) x (Time interval between two beacons)
Time = (5,000 x 100milliseconds x 1) + (3 x 100milliseconds)
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Time = 5, 00,300milliseconds
Time = 500.3 sec
Table 5-1 shows the performance evaluation of the MIUN testbed and its
modified version (developed in this thesis work). The evaluation shows
that the communication re-establishment time for the modified MIUN
testbed is 28 times less than the existing MIUN testbed. i.e. a 28 times
faster recovery in the case of communication loss.
Table 5-1: Performance evaluation

Number of
packets
sent in one
channel
10
100
1,000
10,000
1,00,000

Time taken for communication re-establishment
(milliseconds)
MIUN
testbed
14x103
14x104
14x105
14x106
14x107

MIUN testbed
(modified)
800
5.3 x103
5.03x104
5.03x104
5.03x104

Data Packet loss
MIUN
testbed
140
1,400
14,000
1,40,000
14,00,000
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Conclusions
The main focus in this thesis work, as already discussed in chapter 1,
was in designing a testbed that makes it possible to study the channel
properties during the communication of motes at IEEE 802.15.4 in the
2.4GHz band. A new initialization algorithm is implemented to communication start up and channel # 26 in the IEEE 802.15.4 is dedicated to
handshaking and the remaining 15 channels (from 11 to 25) are dedicated to data transmission. The initialization algorithm assists in producing a 28 fold increase in time for the communication reestablishment than is possible when using the existing MIUN testbed, in
the case of communication loss between the wireless sensor nodes. To
study the link symmetry, P2P communication is achieved between TX
and RX by introducing a beacon and ACK pair. In the case of communication/hardware failure at any data channel, both TX and RX will switch
to the emergency channel (IEEE 802.15.4 channel # 26) for handshaking.
Dual reception and data logging have been implemented, where the
data transmitted by a single TX is received simultaneously by 2 BS and
is displayed on the same PC at their corresponding terminals or by
saving to respective files. The packet is displayed on both the AM and
the physical layer format. The advantage of packet display on physical
layer is to visualize the actual received packet bytes. In order to make
the collection of data independent of the content of the Frame Length
byte, on the physical layer, a cc2420ReveiveP.nc library file for the
CC2420 chip is re-coded, which enables there to be analysis with regards
to the completed packets received during the presence of interference/noise. The RSS is calculated and displayed on a PC, at a maximum
sampling rate of 4 milliseconds, less than 4 milliseconds will ignore the
RSS values due to the delay of the PC display command.
In the presence of strong WiFi interference, generated using Jperf 2.0.2
to the WiFi router with throughput of 20MB/s, it was observed that the
Frame Length byte of the received packet is mostly corrupted.
With the packet transmission rate of 100ms, having a payload length of
80 bytes, this is received by the RX and displayed on the PC without any
display error. Less than 100ms will lead to a display error (which means
that many packets will be overlooked during the packet display due to
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a delay of the PC display command). The power factor has been ignored
in this thesis work.
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Future work
The future work could be suggested as:
1. Reserve 2 channels (both 25 and 26) instead of only 1 channel (26) for
the emergency channel in task 1, to provide a backup emergency
channel.
2. P2P communication covered in task # 2 can be performed using
timers.
3. Different sequence number counters at the header for data packets,
ACK and beacons can be introduced to know the number of data
packets lost by a specific channel.
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Appendix A: Documentation of own
developed program code
Packet format defined in the header file radioCountToLeds.nc
#ifndef RADIO_COUNT_TO_LEDS_H
#define RADIO_COUNT_TO_LEDS_H
//structure of the packet
typedef nx_struct radio_count_msg
{
nx_uint32_t counter1;
nx_uint8_t channel;
nx_uint8_t beacon;
nx_int8_t rssi;
nx_uint8_t sqn1;
nx_uint8_t sqn2;
//DATA
nx_uint8_t trash1;
nx_uint8_t trash2;
nx_uint8_t trash3;
nx_uint8_t trash4;
nx_uint8_t trash5;
} radio_count_msg_t;
enum {
AM_RADIO_COUNT_MSG = 6,
AM_TEST_SERIAL_MSG = 0x89,
AM_RSSIMSG = 10
};
#endif
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Make file for TX (RadioCountToLeds)
COMPONENT=RadioCountToLedsAppC
CFLAGS += -I$(TOSDIR)/lib/printf
BUILD_EXTRA_DEPS = RadioCountMsg.class
CLEAN_EXTRA = RadioCountMsg.class RadioCountMsg.java
#RadioCountMsg.py: RadioCountToLeds.h
#mig python -target=$(PLATFORM) $(CFLAGS) -pythonclassname=RadioCountMsg RadioCountToLeds.h radio_count_msg -o $@

RadioCountMsg.class: RadioCountMsg.java
javac RadioCountMsg.java
RadioCountMsg.java: RadioCountToLeds.h
mig java -target=$(PLATFORM) $(CFLAGS) -javaclassname=RadioCountMsg RadioCountToLeds.h radio_count_msg -o $@
include $(MAKERULES)

Make file for TX (BaseStation)
COMPONENT=BaseStationC
CFLAGS += -I$(TOSDIR)/lib/printf
CFLAGS += -DCC2420_NO_ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
CFLAGS += -DCC2420_NO_ADDRESS_RECOGNITION
CFLAGS += -DTASKLET_IS_TASK
#shwe
#CFLAGS += -DCC2420_DEF_CHANNEL=16
#CFLAGS += -DCC2420_DEF_RFPOWER=31
INCLUDES= -I..
\
-I../InterceptBase
CFLAGS += $(INCLUDES)
ifneq ($(filter iris,$(MAKECMDGOALS)),)
CFLAGS += -DRF230_RSSI_ENERGY
endif
include $(MAKERULES)
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